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About This Game

Jerrod Wilson left his home in Brooklyn, New York during the legendary Gold Rush of 1849 to find his brother Jake, who was
forced to leave 11 years earlier. After a long adventure, Jake and Jerrod found the richest vein of gold in California’s Mother

Lode! Now it’s 1869. 20 years of hard work has made their mine very successful. Most of their mining profits were sent home
to Mr. Quail, a banker and family friend, who has been investing them wisely. The brothers are as wealthy as Wall Street

tycoons, and if they ever return to NY, they will be very influential gentlemen.

Mr. Quail sends news from home and it’s not always good. William Tweed, who Jake and Jerrod personally knew to be the
leader of a gang of thieves and extortionists (the man who forced Jake to leave Brooklyn), has become very powerful. He is now

in the State Legislature and members of his gang have key positions in Brooklyn. Tweed’s political corruption has allowed his
gang’s crime to go unchecked since the police are also on his payroll.

Jake and Jerrod decide to sell their mine and travel home on the newly constructed Transcontinental Railroad. The brothers have
evidence that should send Tweed to prison for the rest of his life, but Tweed has heard they are coming and plans to stop them

from ever returning to Brooklyn. A contest of wits has begun with “Boss” Tweed, a man with political power, wealth and a gang
of criminals at his command.

Features:

Far more than 80 prerendered images and animated scenes in full HD

Complete new story and quests from the developer from the 80s
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High quality voices and new recorded music

Subtitles in English or German

Optimized Point & Click control
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Fun and unique.. There are things wrong with this game but for 79p i cant really complain.. good game needs more players

. I have played with this tool and I honestly love it. Once you get started, it is so easy to create a color palette from images you
have. PLus. it's nice to be able to export it as a png image for use in any program you use for painting.. It was good. Smart use
of dialog to keep it all concise really helped keep the story tight and let's you enjoy it all the way through.. recollect the
gundemoniums for maximum points
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I recommend this game to anyone who loves the thrill of figuring out things by oneself.
The first 10-20 or so hours of the game will feel pretty confusing, but slowly achiving mastery over the mechanics of the game
is immensely satisfying.. Looks like another good addition to VR collection. Great job dev(s). I have a lot of VR games and not
even Onward comes close to how good Pavlov is and the amount of mods. Buying this is like buying PUBG\/TTT\/CSGO and
more.. I have had this game for over a year now. Played it from time to time. It's pretty fun and quite a good chunk of features.
It handles pretty well with a controller and recognizes it immediately, tho the AI still needs some tweaking as they'll run into the
back of my car far too often on slow corners.
The costumization is also pretty complete, a ton of liveries to choose from and you can, obviously, edit it, hopefully they'll
eventually let us freely place our sponsors too. And the track generator works very well, giving you unlimited options.

Recently the devs made this game F2P with an option to pay for the full features as "Premium" and giving those who had
already purchased it for free (as you'd expect). I don't know if making it F2P was the best option for new players who might
want to try this out, particularly locking the complete single player content with it, from what I'm reading.

Nonetheless as a 'full' user since I've bought it, I'm pretty happy with it. It's a game that, although is no pure sim, it's arcady fun.
Hopefully the 'Championship mode' and the car crafting comes soon, as those as two things this game needs.. + Fascinating
surreal world
+ Beautiful prose (albeit slightly repetitive)
+ Eerie atmosphere

- Walking is slow, and slows even more if your computer has processing troubles
- Can't save in the middle of a chapter

* Best taken in small doses, a chapter at a time, so you don't get sick of the pacing

There isn't much of a plot to speak of in The Edgelands. You wander here and there, at a walking pace that is at times agonizing,
as you follow your cat around the decaying world. Your choices don't affect anything other than the snippet of prose you read,
or how you feel about what you've done. (Sometimes there will be a kinder option, or one that feels less sacrilegious.) The
puzzles are really just brief tasks you perform in order to advance. There are hints of a greater story\u2015a dreadful dystopian
corporation that seems to drive its workers insane, for instance\u2015but in the end you're just a normal resident of the world,
and your actions mean very little.

The best comparison, I think, is Patrick Rothfuss's The Slow Regard of Silent Things. There's the sense that some ancient magic
is working behind the scenes, and all the objects of the world have come just as alive as the people in it. Trees grow cellphones,
food and drink bring on vivid hallucinations, and rituals you cannot quite understand are often the key to clearing your path.

TL;DR: Those who take pleasure in meandering about in compelling worlds, without feeling pressured by gameplay or story,
should find The Edgelands a worthwhile experience.. Meh.. It's alright. i liked the generic names such as 'Catz' but the music
really made me want to die.
10\/10 cat girl vampire power activate!. Hey this is pretty good! It does still have some kinks like going through objects and I
did get stuck at one point, it couldve used a little bit more play testing. But all in all the story and atmosphere seems really good
so far. It has good pacing and good visuals. I would love to play in VR but I only have a vive :( Check out gameplay here.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/dDyDVQHOuiU
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